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A Bridging Centrality plugin for GEPHI and
a case study for Mycobacterium tuberculosis

H37Rv
Getulio Pereira, Preetam Ghosh, and Anderson Santos,E-mail: santosardr@ufu.br

Abstract—Bridging Centrality (BriCe) is a popular measure that combines the Betweenness centrality and Bridging coefficient metrics
to characterize nodes acting as a bridge among clusters. However, there were no implementations of the BriCe plugin that can be
readily used in the GEPHI software or any other software dedicated to graph-based studies. In this paper, we present the BriCe plugin
for GEPHI. It is available as a third-party functionality from the native GEPHI interface as a handy plugin to add; hence, no additional
download and installation process is necessary. The BriCe plugin for GEPHI is open-source, and one can access the code through the
GEPHI GitHub repository. As a use case of the BriCe plugin, we analyzed the genome of Mycobacterium tuberculosis H37Rv to identify
biological explanations on why some proteins were ranked with top BriCe values? For instance, we were able to formulate a new
hypothesis combining the predicted sub cellular localization and high BriCe values concerning lipopolysaccharides (LPS) exportation.
Our hypothesis provides a possible link among proteins of a glycosyltransferase group and the type VII Secretion System. The Bridging
Centrality plugin for GEPHI is an easy to use tool for analyzing complex graphs and draw novel insights from graphical data.

Index Terms—Graph, Centrality, Betweenness, Bridging, GEPHI, Mycobacterium, type VII secretion system.
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1 INTRODUCTION

D ESPITE the existence of a considerable amount of com-
plete genomes and a vast catalogue of bioinformatic

tools to analyze such genomes, we are still failing to prevent
the spread or even consolidate bacterial diseases worldwide
[1]. Unfortunately, such an argument also applies to most
illness caused by bacterial infections. We figured out in
the last decade that only knowing about possible products
of a genome does not guarantee a phenotypic explanation
[2]. The vast extent and dimensionality of data incorpo-
rated by genome studies (e.g., transcriptome, microarray,
and others), actually complicates computational analyses
through machine learning algorithms which, in turn, must
rely on simplification techniques for better accuracy [3]. Our
limited computational efficiency in dealing with enormous
amounts, variety, velocities, variability, and complexity of
data [4] contribute to keeping us vulnerable to bacterial
infections that prevail and provoke millions of yearly casu-
alties. As an alternative to dealing with big biological data
directly, we propose heuristic methods based on previously
established knowledge about pathogens.

We can cite Betweenness Centrality (BetCe) and Bridging
Centrality (BriCe) [5] as an example of heuristics applied
to interaction networks. BetCe focuses on most traversed
nodes no matter the number of connections. Despite BriCe
also focusing on most traversed nodes, it imposes a condi-
tion on the number of connections; nodes should not be
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the most connected ones. On demanding less connected
nodes, these become bridges in an interaction network.
BriCe embeds the concept of Bottleneck nodes or Bottleneck-
ness (Botness) [6]. Botness demands a low degree and high
Betweenness Centrality for higher values, but BriCe can
get higher values with degrees considered too big for Bot-
ness. The reason is that BriCe uses the Bridging Coefficient
(BriCo) instead of solely the degree. The consequence is
that we can note even nodes with modest Betweenness
Centrality but significant Bridging Coefficient as meaningful
ones for BriCe. Hence, we implemented the heuristic BriCe
for complex networks in Java as a plugin for the The Open
Graph Viz Platform (GEPHI) software. We used the BriCe
plugin to test the hypothesis of the essentiality of the higher-
ranked proteins by BriCe. The in silico analyses in this study
involve the BriCe top-ranked proteins combined with the
predicted subcellular localization [7]. The genome and the
interaction network used as a case study was Mycobacterium
tuberculosis H37Rv lineage, a reference genome for almost
seven thousand M. tuberculosis genomes deposited at the
NCBI, search tool for recurring instances of neighbouring
genes (STRING) database and broadly published. We vali-
date our hypothesis by depicting cases of proteins found in
the genome of M. tuberculosis that act as a bridge between,
at first glance, unrelated biological processes. We believe the
availability of the BriCe as a plugin for a software broadly
used as GEPHI and our results from the case study acts
as a motivation of how BriCe, conjugated with additional
data, could help us create relevant hypotheses for genomic
studies.

c©2021 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. Permission from IEEE must be obtained for all other uses, in any current or future media, including reprinting/republishing.
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2 IMPLEMENTATION AND PERFORMANCE OF THE
GEPHI PLUGIN

We developed a BriCe plugin for the software GEPHI [8]
and published it to the set of ready to install add-ons for
GEPHI since Jan 2019. BriCe is a freeware software specified
in Table 1. The BriCe program implements the Between-

Project name Bridging Centrality plugin for GEPHI
Project home page github.com/santosardr/gephi-plugins
Operating system(s) Platform independent
Programming language Java
Other requirements Java 1.8 or higher, GEPHI 0.9.2 or higher
License GNU GPL
Restrictions for
non-academics

licence needed

TABLE 1
Availability of the BriCe plugin for GEPHI

ness Centrality algorithm [9]. The main difference in our
implementation with that of the native BetCe (that computes
betweenness centrality of nodes) in the GEPHI software is in
the number of decimal places. The BetCe values, calculated
by the GEPHI software, store only six decimal places. To
discriminate BriCe values of thousands of nodes in a graph,
we require the java class BigDecimal. As BriCe calculated
values are dependent on topological features, we cannot
precisely capture the necessary scale of a network-based
solely on the number of nodes/edges. To give an example of
a precision scale according to topological conditions, we are
going to cite an experiment on a particular network. Using
several genomes with about 2500 proteins, we created two
webs employing different parameters to decide if a neigh-
borhood and phylogenetic profile are conserved. For a set
of parameters, one genome achieved 120 thousand edges,
and we could differentiate the top 50 BriCe ranks using
a scale of 5 decimal places. For another set of parameters,
the same genome achieved a web containing 920 thousand
edges, and we only can discern the top BriCe ranks with a
scale of 8 decimal places. For both experiments, the BriCe
has a scale of 71, more than necessary for a medium-size
genome. The BriCe plugin also computes and shows the
centrality metrics BetCe and BriCo in a tabular form for
all vertices within a graph. We calculate and include these
three additional metrics to the original data laboratory of
the software GEPHI. Since GEPHI itself already offers the
possibility to calculate BetCe, for disambiguation, we called
our BetCe of number two (Betweenness Centrality 2).

3 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE STATISTICAL METH-
ODS

BetCe is a valuable centrality measure for complex net-
works. No matter what type of data is represented in an
undirected graph, BetCe has the potential to unveil hidden
relationships among the designated entities within a graph.
It thus enables numerous types of data analyses. However,
the users of this metric should understand its purpose to
take proper advantage of our implementation. Our study
has a biological context. However, we know that we can
use BriCe in other circumstances. To demonstrate the use
of BriCe in another background, we are going to explain its
value over a network created by roads connecting cities, a

net understood by a broader audience. If someone wants
to search a network of cities to estimate the most popular
traversed ones in a map, BetCe can handle such a task. First
of all, we collect the set of all paths connecting a city s to
another city t. This task could be monumental and hard
to execute in a brute force algorithm. However, Dijkstra’s
algorithm can be used in this regard. Similarly, we need to
gather the ways to connect cities s and t but now necessarily
traversing some intermediate city v. Once we divide the
number of ways of passing by v by all possible paths to
reach t from s we can calculate the BetCe for the city v. Next,
we need to rank cities according to BetCe to conclude the top
cities on the map based on the importance of vehicle transit.
Such statistics are vital, for example, to plan gas stations in
a broader context. Another planning issue with gas stations
could be to prioritize the main cities in this hypothetical
map to be the first ones in having gas stations built. It
obviously makes better sense to build the first gas stations
in cities connecting large inhabited regions. The planning
problem now consists of finding out cities connecting such
populated areas. Such a problem motivates the use of BetCe,
where higher ranked cities based on BetCe scores are related
to the densely occupied regions but are not necessarily
a part of these regions. The number of roads connecting
cities within the dwelled areas are higher than the ones
outside the cluster of towns. Our metric thus concentrates
on the notion of the inverse of the Degree; this is called the
Bridging Coefficient or BriCo. Finally, to create our priority
places to construct the former gas stations in the map, one
should multiply BetCe by BriCo generating a list of hot
points vital to connect clusters of high-density populated
areas; this metric is referred to as BriCe.

In bioinformatics, we can interpret these hot-points iden-
tified by BriCe as, for instance, proteins acting with a
bridge role between groups of other proteins. These groups
of proteins could represent clusters of players for related
molecular process, and the relation dictated by top-ranked
BriCe proteins. This motivates our implementation of the
BriCe plugin for GEPHI. It provides the means to enumerate
essential proteins capable of connecting biological processes.

3.1 Bridging Centrality calculation

BriCe (v) = BetCe (v)BriCo (v) (1)

Bridging Centrality (BriCe) is a combined centrality measure
for a vertex v applied to undirected graphs. It consists of
the product of the Betweenness Centrality [10] and Bridging
Coefficient [5]. BriCe is directly proportional to both metrics
(eqn 1).

3.2 Betweenness Centrality calculation

BetCe (v) =
∑

s,v,t ∈ V
s6=v 6=t

ρst(v)

ρst
(2)

BetCe (eqn 2) ranks vertices in a network according to
ρst, the number of shortest paths between all possible pairs
of vertices s and t passing through a vertex v, divided by ρst,
the sum of all shortest paths among these pairs of vertices,
even those not crossing the vertex v.
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3.3 Bridging Coefficient calculation

BriCo (v) =

∑
i∈N (v) ki

kv
(3)

Bridging Coefficient (BriCo) (eqn 3), is the other metric
included in BriCe and is almost an inverse of the Degree
Centrality (DegCe). BriCo considers kv

−1, the inverted de-
gree of a vertex v, divided by the inverted sum of all vertices
s connected to the vertex v or N (v), the set of neighbors of
v. Here, we simplified the formula moving the denominator
from an inverted sum to a numerator.

3.4 Selection and characterization of studied proteins

We obtained the M. tuberculosis H37Rv Protein-Protein Inter-
action (PPI) network from the STRING database via direct
download [11]. We next empirically decided to adopt a
trustability cut-off of at least 75% over the STRING com-
bined interaction evidence to prune interactions before fur-
ther analyses. We made this choice to reduce the number of
vertices and edges and also, keeping only the most reliable
interaction evidence, thereby reducing false positives, which
in turn could lead to fake relationships among biological
processes. We converted the remaining STRING interactions
into a DOT file for analyses by GEPHI producing the graph
plotted in Figure 1. Figure 1 illustrates the complexity rela-
tive to what we considered a moderate interaction network,
with about sixteen thousand edges and three thousand
nodes. The larger circles are proteins listed in Table 2. The
BriCe plugin allows us to uncover tricky relationships with
significant biological meaning. Using the GEPHI visualiza-
tion facilities, we can highlight the immediate connections
for a node.

Figure 2 presents a graph of columns for each protein
where the BriCe value determines the importance. Just a
small amount of proteins resides at the very right side
of the chart, the proteins we listed in Table 2. There is
a significant difference between metrics of the top-ranked
proteins according to BriCe and the whole set. While the
first one hundred nodes/proteins account for an average
degree of five edges, the entire set reaches ten edges per
node, on average. Ordering all the nodes descending by
column Degree gives ten proteins greater than one hundred,
mean 167, and maximum degree of 281. These top-ranked
proteins, according to the column Degree, are also referred
to as hub nodes. Top-ranked BriCe and hub nodes are
important topological features affecting the entire topology
in case of removal [16]. Due to the topological importance
of nodes with high BriCe/Botness and hub metrics, both
features are used as starting points to align interaction
networks, which are state-of-the-art for interaction network
alignment algorithms [16].

We observed a unique fact when we sorted the data
in descending order according to the column Degree. The
top-ranked nodes, according to BriCe, got distributed along
the x-axis of a figure similar to Figure 2 with no apparent
standard (data not shown). After we sort the protein list
according to the Degree column, the equal distribution of
top-ranked nodes by BriCe along the x-axis explains the
difference between Botness and BriCe metrics. One should

Fig. 1. Snapshots of the M. tuberculosis H37Rv protein-protein inter-
action (PPI) network. The full graph contains 3055 vertices and 15610
edges distributed in 297 communities with a modularity of 0,714 [12].
Panel A shows a partial zoom-out of the graph containing eight out of
11 top-ranked classified proteins according to Bridging Centrality (Table
2) plotted as larger circles. The vertices were distributed using the Yifan
Hu algorithm [13] available in the GEPHI software. The rectangle inside
the Panel A was zoomed into to create the Panels B and C showing
details about the connectors to a larger vertex. We can observe high
scoring vertices according to BriCe (Rv0816c) having no significant
degree. However, the bigger vertices connect with other vertices having
a substantial amount of connections, for instance, in Panel B, the vertex
labelled Rv3859c located between 13:00 and 14:00 hours from the
central vertex. Our BriCe GEPHI plugin ranked all the proteins, and
we chose the top ones in decreasing order of BriCe value for literature
research and queries based on the Gene Ontology (GO) [14], [15].

remember that BriCe is a more general concept than Bot-
ness. BriCe embeds the Botness concept when top-ranked
nodes by Botness necessarily need a low Degree and high
BetCe combination. At the same time, BriCe allows for
other quantitative adjectives for Degree and BetCe. Botness
accounts for just one out of four possibilities for columns
Degree and BetCe values conjugations. For instance, the
protein Rv0816c listed as the tenth-ranked in Table 2 has
a modest BetCe value. Considering the maximum BetCe of
this dataset as 0.08805, the Rv0816c BetCe corresponds to 7%
of the maximum value. Compared to other proteins in Table
2, Rv0816c has a vast number of edges (eleven) that cannot
be considered ”low” for Botness. Even so, its Bridging
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Coefficient is proper to qualify it as one of the topmost
BriCe nodes. The Rv0816c example fits an opposite example
of Botness, but BriCe still embraced it. In table 2, we also
have examples of low Degree and low BetCe, for instance,
for Rv2942 plus high Degree and high BetCe represented by
Rv0176, respectively being the first and second top-ranked
proteins according to BriCe.

In table 2 there is not an instance fitting the Botness
concept. We find out a protein fitting the Botness concept
in the fortieth top-ranked proteins according to BriCe, out
of 3055 proteins. This protein is Rv2531c, with Degree and
BetCe values of 4 and 0.003601, respectively. At first glance,
one can think of a 3.6 raised to 10−3 power a small value for
BetCe, since Botness demands high BetCe values. However,
the Rv2531c BetCe values are among the highest BetCe
values in our M. tuberculosis dataset. To show that Rv2531c
fits the Botness concept with low Degree (smaller than
five) and high BetCe, we plotted a histogram of all BetCe
values normalized by the maximum value in this dataset.
To facilitate our demonstration of a high BetCe value for the
protein Rv2531c, we needed to plot the logarithmic values
of the normalized BetCe as depicted in Figure 3. In Figure
3, one can perceive that the normalized logarithmic value
for the Rv2531c BetCe value (-3.20) stands at the right of the
histogram, in the black-colored bin, more than one standard
deviation (1.95) distant from the average value (-5.63).
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Fig. 2. One hundred out of 3055 M. tuberculosis H37Rv proteins ranked
according to the BriCe values, in descending order. The first one hun-
dred ranked proteins have an average Degree of 5.37 against 10.22
of the whole genome. The maximum Degree for all the proteins is 281
against 19 for the first one hundred. Such differences in maximum and
average Degree helps to explain the bridging role for the top-scored
proteins partially.

We listed the top-eleven proteins according to BriCe in
Table 2. We grounded our decision of which proteins to
analyze further based on: (rule 1) the richness of the GO
annotations and (rule 2) the number of proteins enrolled.
The first candidate, Rv2942, does not pass our first rule,
since there is just another one protein with some data
coming from GO. The second candidate, Rv0176, did not
have a single annotation in GO, even for itself. The third one
is an exciting candidate, since it is related to six proteins, and
there are 44 GO annotations for this set of proteins. How-
ever, we decided to focus on the fourth candidate (Rv2942)
for our use case of BriCe in this work. We based our decision
on the fact that there is another candidate (Rv3781) raised
from BriCe score, at the eleventh position, connected to
Rv2942; we chose to emphasize a pair of proteins that are
both highly ranked by BriCe than a single one. Moreover,
the proteins Rv2942 and Rv3781 are closely related; they
are glycosyltransferases (GTs) for M. tuberculosis H37Rv.
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Fig. 3. We plotted this histogram normalizing the BetCe values for all M.
tuberculosis proteins (3055) in our dataset. The normalizing factor was
the maximum BetCe value from the dataset. BriCe embeds Botness
because top-ranked proteins, according to BriCe, also can have low
Degree and high BetCe values, as proposed by the Botness concept.
The protein Rv2531c, with a Degree of four (low), standing at position
forty of the top-ranked BriCe values, occupies the black-colored bin of
this histogram. Despite a small apparent value for the BetCe metric for
the protein Rv2531c (3.6 raised to 10−3), its BetCe is located more than
one standard deviation from the mean BetCe value, comprising a BetCe
value that we can consider as a high one.

There are also other three proteins in this set with enough
annotation in the GO database to construct a hypothesis.

Rank
Number

Protein
name

DegreeBetweenness
Centrality

Bridging
Coefficient

Bridging
Centrality

1 Rv2942 2 0.00197 2.22222 0.00437
2 Rv0176 12 0.02574 0.13242 0.00341
3 Rv2641 7 0.00211 1.13880 0.00241
4 Rv3779 10 0.03047 0.07038 0.00214
5 Rv2852c 3 0.00045 3.83618 0.00173
6 Rv2037c 5 0.00331 0.51722 0.00171
7 Rv1644 2 0.00007 20.02759 0.00141
8 Rv3300c 3 0.00167 0.77064 0.00128
9 Rv1702c 5 0.00417 0.28867 0.00120

10 Rv0816c 11 0.00607 0.19040 0.00116
11 Rv3781 5 0.00406 0.28410 0.00115

TABLE 2
We depicted the top proteins ranked by BriCe in descending order. The

multiplication of the value from columns Betweenness Centrality and
Bridging Centrality produces the column Bridging Centrality values.

Despite the proteins Rv3739 and Rv3781 not having the highest BriCe
values, we opt to use these in our M. tuberculosis case study after we

figured out both as glycosyltransferase related. In general, the
top-ranked nodes have a low Degree and high Betweenness Centrality,
although the small apparent values. One should remember that we can

only distinguish Betweenness Centrality starting, for instance, in the
fourth decimal digit or more depending on the number of nodes and

edges in a network.

Although we consulted Gene Ontology (GO) in this
work for annotated molecular function, biological process
and sub cellular location, we also leveraged sub cellular
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location predictions provided by the software SurfG plus
[7]. We based our adoption of SurfG plus on our prior
experience in using this software for the pan secretome
of Corynebacterium pseudotuberculosis, strains 1002 and C231
[17]. In the Pacheco et al. work, in vitro experiments con-
firmed exportation for the majority of the full set (93 out of
137) of proteins that were predicted in silico as exported by
SurfG plus. Other software, considered the gold standard at
the time, predicted less than a quarter of the experimentally
confirmed proteins. Based on this experience, we have data
in achieving higher accuracy of prediction using SurfG plus
for bacterial genomes. Even so, in this work, all forecasts
made by SurfG plus had a match with GO annotations of
sub cellular location. Moreover, since GO does not have
annotations for all predicted proteins of any genome, in this
work, the sub cellular localization predicted by SurfG plus
serves as a fundamental data source for our rationale.

4 APPLICATION TO M. tuberculosis H37RV

Figure 4 is a schema that presents the main players of our
hypothesis that there is a possible association among gly-
cosyltransferases, strictly known as exporting to the inner
membrane, with Type VII Secretion System (T7SS) recog-
nised for exportation to the outer layer for the interaction.
The proteins Rv3779 and Rv3781 (glycosyltransferases) are
directly interacting, according to the STRING database [11].
In Figure 4 we decided to represent four out of nine proteins
interacting with Rv3779 and Rv3781, plus Rv3884c. We aim
to reduce the number of involved proteins and to focus
on our hypothesis. The following subsections present our
hypothesis detailing each player depicted in Figure 4. In
the end, we intersect both players in a standard molecular
process, the exportation of lipopolysaccharides (LPS) to the
outer membrane.

4.1 Exportation to the inner layer
The prediction of sub cellular localization for the protein
Rv3779 was Potentially Surface Exposed (PSE) and Rv3781
was a Cytoplasmatic (CYT) protein. Both proteins are within
the top-scored ones according to the BriCe GEPHI plugin
(Table 2). One can easily perceive that the majority of
proteins in Figure 4 are prone to participate in the same
genome loci due to their almost consecutive locus tag nu-
merations (Rv3779, Rv3780, Rv3781, Rv3782, and Rv3783).
The proteins in Figure 4 are called glycosyltransferases, a
cluster of biosynthetic cell wall genes. Glycosyltransferases
are involved in glycosylation events like the synthesis of
arabinogalactan, mycolic acid, and lipoarabinomannan [18].
The glycosyltransferases cluster is associated with the syn-
thesis and transport of the polysaccharide arabinogalactan
(AG) to the periplasmic space. For instance, the product
UDP-galactofuranosyl transferase (GlfT1) was linked to the
protein Rv3782, which is a crucial step for AG synthesis [19];
and the protein Rv3783 depicted as an integral membrane
in Figure 4 is known as Wzm working with Wzt (Rv3781)
for AG secretion to the periplasmic space [18].

4.2 Exportation to the outer layer
There are proteins in Figure 4 that are absent from the gly-
cosyltransferases cluster. For instance, the Rv1795 (EccD5)

Fig. 4. Predicted sub cellular localization for proteins related to Rv3779
and Rv3781. Cylinders represent integral inner membrane, and the
triangle represents a potentially surface exposed protein. We chose the
other symbols for the cytoplasmatic compartment without any special
meaning. This figure schematically presents the idea of a possible
relationship among proteins of the Type VII Secretion System (left) and
the GTs cluster (right and top). We raised predictions and annotations
sustaining odds for Rv3779, belonging to the glycosyltransferase cluster,
responsible for carrying out LPS for the outer membrane by interacting
with the T7SS proteins. We corroborate this scenario by local sub
cellular predictions, STRING interactions based predictions, annotated
biological processes for all proteins involved, amino acid sequence
similarity for orthologues (in E. coli), Gene Ontology annotations, and
annotated products in the genome of M. tuberculosis H37Rv.

is an integral membrane protein participating in an ABC
transport system known as the esx-5 locus, part of a T7SS,
but present only in slow-growing mycobacteria including
most pathogenic species [20]. Likewise, the Rv3884c protein
belongs to the esx-2 locus in M. tuberculosis, which is also
a part of T7SS [21]. Our local sub cellular prediction cate-
gorised the protein Rv3884c as CYT. The previously men-
tioned proteins share an essential commonality, as they are
related to the cell wall biosynthesis forging and transport-
ing polysaccharides. The proteins Rv3884c and Rv1795 are
related to composite and transportation of polysaccharides
associated with lipids (lipopolysaccharides or LPS) to the
outer membrane of M. tuberculosis. EccA2 and EccD5 are
coupled with transportation of LPS to the outer membrane
of the cell wall envelope through the T7SS [22].
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4.3 Intersection

For Escherichia coli, a study showed nonviable mutants
carrying the modified genes for the Wzt and Wzm proteins
[23]. The authors demonstrated defective polymannan O-
antigenic polysaccharides for mutants carrying the mutated
wzt and wzm genes. The Wzt and Wzm proteins are part
of the glycosyltransferases cluster, and included in M. tu-
berculosis H37Rv. The presence of proteins similar to Wzt
in M. tuberculosis H37Rv dictated the product annotation
of Rv3781 as ”Probable O-antigen/lipopolysaccharide transport”
or, putting in other words, responsible for exportation of
LPS for the outer membrane. At this point, one should
recall that glycosyltransferases are related to exportation
only to the inner membrane. Rv3781 has 67 and 45%, re-
spectively, of similarity and identity with Wzt protein family
of E. coli. This Rv3781 feature can raise a question about
a possible association among glycosyltransferases cluster
and the T7SS, which sustain our hypothesis in this use
case. It looks reasonable since glycosyltransferases proteins
are related only to the inner membrane exportation of
polysaccharides, and not exportation to the outer layer.
Finally, we predicted Rv3779 (glycosyltransferases cluster)
as a potentially surface-exposed protein by the SurfG plus
software [7]. It can also allow one to query: Why a group
dedicated to exportation to the inner membrane should need a
protein predicted to cross the outer layer, exposing part of the
structure to the periplasmic space and the extracellular milieu?
We support the hypothesis of the relationships among the
glycosyltransferases and the T7SS proteins due to:

(i) Their predicted sub cellular localization;
(ii) The similarity of their biological processes;

(iii) The differential BriCe value of Rv3779 and Rv3781;
(iv) Similar functional annotations among proteins at both

exportation systems like, for instance, Rv3781;
(v) Also, Rv3779 and Rv3781 are possibly acting as a

bridging node of M. tuberculosis H37Rv considering the
highly probable interactions (>=75%).

Such a hypothesis could fit, for instance, as a possible expla-
nation to the need of extra proteins necessary to complete
the T7SS, an assumption well accepted according to recent
works [24], [25]. In our hypothesis, the protein Rv3779
known as part of the glycosyltransferase cluster could be
acting as a shipping channel for the T7SS exportation system
to communicate to the outer layer of M. tuberculosis H37Rv.

5 DISCUSSION

Our BriCe plugin allows us to explore new frontiers about
interaction networks. In general, centrality measures ap-
plied to interaction networks can open up such new hori-
zons. However, a metric should be meaningful according to
the studied context. BriCe provides us noteworthy relation-
ships uncovering complex and distant interactions between
hundreds of thousands of interactions. Using the BriCe
plugin, we extrapolate the fragile limit of the immediate
neighborhood interactions commonly inspected on interac-
tion networks by conducting a formal analysis.

A thorough analysis of an interaction network can be
expensive in terms of time and memory for processing.
There are several possible features to classify an interaction

network. Let us assume as primary features, for instance,
the number of nodes, vertices, and average degree. Table
3 lists these features for several genomes with their re-
spective execution times for BriCe computation. In Table
3, we filtered the M. tuberculosis genome to keep edges
with probability prediction greater than 75, 50, and 0% (all
edges). Besides the three versions of M. tuberculosis, we
also included a Staphylococcus warneri and a Corynebacterium
tuberculosis genome in our analysis, two genomes we have
worked with earlier. The interaction network we analyzed
in this work can be considered tiny, with less than sixteen
thousand edges in about three thousand nodes. It took just
twelve seconds to complete the BriCe analysis. According to
the average proportions of the STRING database interaction
networks, and concerning the three features in Table 3, one
can expect between five and ten minutes to complete the
BriCe analysis on average. We performed the S. warneri and
C. tuberculosis experiments in Table 3, with interaction net-
works created by in-house software (genppi.facom.ufu.br)
which allows tweaking parameters to create interconnec-
tions. Besides, we conceived the last experiment producing
a massive web that is not too beneficial for centrality mea-
sures due to few nodes being differentiated considering the
number of edges incident on each node. We believe that
the last experiment in Table 3 is an extreme example which
is challenging to be found naturally. Even so, this extreme
case did not take more than 14 minutes using a 1.3 extra GB
RAM. Nevertheless, an ordinary user of our software can
have BriCe analysis done, using an 8 GB RAM machine, for
a few thousand nodes and hundreds of thousands of edges
in a dozen minutes. For instance, the whole M. tuberculosis
interaction network considering all edges, with probability
larger than zero, took just seven minutes to compute the
BetCe, Brico, and finally, the BetCe calculations.

Organism
and
Experiment

Nodes Edges Average
Degree

Time
in
seconds

M. tuberculosis P(edge)>0.75 3055 15610 10 12
M. tuberculosis P(edge)>0.50 3877 48135 25 55
C. pseudotuberculosis full 2058 280102 272 160
S. warneri full 2468 277795 225 176
M. tuberculosis full 3967 333655 168 432
C. pseudotuberculosis extreme 2150 1132381 1053 819

TABLE 3
We analyzed three genomes using the BriCe plugin for GEPHI. The
interaction network named M. tuberculosis full is the raw interaction
network as downloaded from the STRING database. We filtered the

probability of each edge with thresholds P(edge)>0.75 and
P(edge)>0.50 creating the other two M. tuberculosis webs. We created

the Staphylococcus warneri and Corynebacterium tuberculosis
interaction networks using in-house software that customizes the
number of edges and average degrees of an interaction network.

One can currently use our Brice plugin only in the
GEPHI software, which counts as a disadvantage. How-
ever, as possible future work, we intended to also make it
available as Cytoscape or R library. The fact that it is open
source also allows everyone to contribute to our project.
Another possible branch for our work could be researching
other metrics conjugation and their biological meaning.
For example, the conjugation of BetCe and BriCo metrics
gives us BriCe. Perhaps, conjugating metrics like Closeness,
Eigenvector, Degree, Harmonic, and Katz centrality with
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BriCo or others could create a third metric possessing some
biological meaning.

The innovativeness of BriCe was revealed to the scien-
tific community in 2006 by Hwang and collaborators [5]. We
interpret it as a successful case transcending the biological
meaning and being rebaptized one year later in a more
decisive publication venue for a broader audience [6]. We
interpret our manuscript as cutting edge by spreading the
news of providing easy BriCe or Botness calculations to the
entire scientific and non-scientific community at a distance
of a two-mouse click (one to install the additional GEPHI
library and a second to run it). Our software tool makes
BriCe calculations readily available for any interaction net-
work, benefiting scientific and nonscientific communities.
Until the BriCe plugin, there was no way, for instance, for
a biologist using GEPHI to analyze the interaction network
of an organism of interest, looking for clues about crucial
nodes. Although the algorithm is not novel, supporting any
undirected graph and ease of accessing BriCe calculations
assure novelty.

6 CONCLUSION

BriCe is a mathematical relationship created by the multi-
plication of two other known ones, BetCe and BriCo. The
BriCe plugin for GEPHI is a handy tool for graph analyses
and is not restricted solely to bioinformatics research but
can be useful to depict hidden relations between groups of
entities in any undirected graph. In the case study presented
here, BriCe helps us to develop a hypothesis on the possible
relationship among two groups of proteins that were previ-
ously unrelated. Despite the lack of connection among these
groups of proteins, their annotations intersect suggesting
such a relation. The use of BriCe plugin for GEPHI could
also help other researchers to gain novel insights about their
data modelled as undirected graphs; our implementation is
generic and can be readily used for centrality calculations
for several other network related problems related to com-
munication efficiency [26], [27], [28].
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